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Discussions of the relatively recent notion of ‘activist-art’ have two common art-historical frames. The first is formal: the post-modern move towards collective or participatory art practices. The second is critical and historical: that of the revolutionary ambitions of the historical avant-garde, and their ‘failure’ or ‘success’. This frame, made central by Peter Bürger in 1974, has produced a wealth of criticism. Perhaps due to this weight of criticism, these two frames are often considered in isolation from one another. Meanwhile, the narrative of the failure of the radical avant-garde project has become a common one. However, this tragic historical narrative is far less clear cut than it is often presumed to be. Against these melancholy readings of history, it is possible to trace another, joyful, trajectory: a history not of the failure of the radical avant-garde, but of its success. But rather than defending the ‘success’ of later ‘neo-avant-garde’ art, this article will attempt to offer a historical rethinking of the frame of radical avant-gardism in the art and writing of Dada and Surrealism by drawing on the ideas of autonomist Marxist theorists such as Antonio Negri, Mario Tronti, and others. This is a tradition that, while still Marxist, is opposed to the philosophical Western Marxist tradition to which Bürger belongs in its emphasis on the primacy of revolutionary agency over ideological critique. This reappraisal of the radical avant-garde begins by examining the theme of the refusal of work in Surrealism and Dadaism. But to do so first necessitates a critical return to accounts of the avant-garde’s use or negation of the autonomy of art, alongside an examination of their engagement with cultural practices beyond this autonomy.

On Strike against Society: Aesthetic and Political Autonomy

In the bourgeois era, as cultural production was enclosed by the market and art was increasingly separated from the social institutions which had previously supported and conditioned it, a theoretical tendency emerged which conceived of art as self-governing and autonomous from other social institutions: what is usually called ‘the autonomy of art’. The ideological character of this autonomy, which is bound up with bourgeois ideas of a free, independently rational subject, has been accounted for by a number of Marxist critics. However, in writing on art and aesthetics from the Romantic period onwards, this idea also began to appear to celebrate a subjective freedom to, as well as a freedom-from, often variously aligned with radical positions opposed to capitalism. One can sense this tension, for example, in Mallarmé’s ambiguous assertion of art’s autonomy via a metaphor of social engagement, when he claims that ‘in our time the poet
can only go on strike against society'. In the early twentieth century, these divergent tendencies reach a point of crisis. The freedom implied by aesthetic autonomy began to be taken to imply a freedom beyond the limits of aesthetic production. This is the historical condition of possibility of the avant-garde which Bürger describes as ‘the systemic self-criticism of art’. This situation was a result of historical changes in the composition of the role of ‘artist’. The aesthetic discourses above diagnose the artist as a peculiar figure. As an ideal of genius and creation, the artist is celebrated for a rejection of measure and fixity, and provides a refuge of non-normative behaviour. In others words, the artist was a sovereign figure. But, in Modernity, the class-relations which support this sovereignty altered and threw it into crisis, in the separation which emerges between art’s social autonomy (artistic production’s functional, institutional separation from its earlier economic basis, in the move from aristocratic patronage to a market system — that is, a move into more openly performing a social role) and the ideological value, or cultural capital, which remained around this work and its products: its autonomy as a value.

Bürger’s *Theory of the Avant-Garde* defines the radical avant-garde as an attempt to bring art into everyday life. However, Bürger argues that this self-critical Icarian vault is doomed by its historical inheritance. He characterises the avant-garde as an attempt to dialectically realise the autonomous value of the bourgeois artwork; an attempt which ended in tragic failure. Its subversive anti-art works, intended as a refusal of art and of the commodity-form, were bought up as artworks and commodities. After this, history repeats itself as farce. The ‘neo-avant-garde’ exemplified by Warhol’s pop art produces a neo-Dadaism which repeats the rejection of art as art, in ‘a manifestation that is void of sense’. The avant-garde has become impossible. He concludes that the avant-garde’s political strategies are dead. But it is possible to locate an open element in this smooth dialectical narrative, a minor thread which breaks with it. Bürger’s reading has been powerful and valuable in identifying one set of limits to art that has attempted political critique or counter-representation within the commodity-form, which the avant-garde were first to experience. However, it does so by exclusively emphasising that the autonomy of art is an ideological value which is a function of the commodity-form. But it is possible to make a reading of this autonomy-as-a-value which also emphasises both its positive content despite its basis, and the re-articulation of this content in relation to non-commodity social forms and relations. Such a reading throws positive light on other less tragic strategies of the radical avant-garde.

It is possible to sketch a brief genealogical reading of this autonomy-as-a-value and its positive content. The autonomy of art held a positive sense of embodied autonomous labour-power. This positive sense of art’s autonomy was already present in nascent form in earlier articulations of aesthetic autonomy. The establishment of aesthetics as a separate sphere of knowledge, and a conception of artistic production as an activity distinct from all other social production, is articulated through a complex dialectic between notions of work and play, purpose, and disinterest. There is not space to explore this fully here, but it perhaps finds its clearest articulation in Schiller’s 1795 *Aesthetic Education of Man: In a Series of Letters* (Thoemmes: Bristol, 1994), p. 107.
much to Kant, who makes a distinction between crude ‘mere enjoyment’, excluded from his definition of the aesthetic, and ‘disinterested’ play. Nonetheless, disinterested play serves an edifying moral purpose for him, too. These tensions reflect a historical fact, which Bürger notes, that the formation of a sovereign aesthetic, disinterested and non-instrumental, reflects the development that for classes among whom, ‘at least at times, are free from the pressures of the need of survival, a sensuousness could evolve that was not part of any means-ends relationship’. This ‘moment of truth’\(^{12}\) in theories of art’s autonomy can be read as an ambiguous and perverse ideological valorisation of labour-power. Not only was this freedom from labour the reverse of the medal of the mass social creativity enclosed by capital in the rise of these classes, but also the cultural valorisation of freedom, creativity, and individuality in the autonomy of art also enshrined its economic values. Yet, this ambiguous tension between aesthetic play and capitalist work meant that it was possible for the notion of art as play to be reactively articulated against work. The sovereignty of art, expressed in autonomy-as-a-value’s ideal of free play, could be imagined as allied with attacks on other forms of sovereignty, such as that of capital or the state.

This imagination is, for Bürger (and many other Western Marxist critics), subject to an ideological critique in which autonomy-as-a-value’s embodiment of life’s unfulfilled ideals, enclosed in the commodity-form, can only serve to affirm, legitimate, and stabilise a capitalist society. For Bürger, the form of the separation is conditioned by a ‘negative’ reading of autonomy-as-a-value purely as embodied reification, as separation from life, which the avant-garde then attempts to realise.\(^{13}\) In this argument, beginning with the capitalist products of art-work in the alienated commodity-form of art, autonomy-as-a-value is only ever circularly defined within the limits of the commodity-form. In crude terms, art is defined ultimately only a function of exchange value. However, focusing on this positive aspect of autonomy-as-a-value, it is possible to identify it functioning, despite its contradictions, also as a language for, and a means to imagine, other forms of rupture with the institutions of art and the commodity-form which the above accounts’ critical programme is blind to. Radical aspects of Romanticism had already formulated a celebration of creative vitality as an ‘impossible’ return to play, childhood, or nature contra capital, the urban centre and work, yet coupled to a cult of paralysed retreat into isolation, poverty, madness, and death. But this potential counter-valorisation of play was placed in a new context as the relative composition of ‘work’ and ‘free’ time altered in the West from the late nineteenth century onward. These valorisations of play came into coincidence with the increased visibility of play as an other to high culture, both through the colonial project (for example in the work of Herbert Spencer and Karl Groos)\(^{14}\) and through the rise of urban mass culture and leisure. The new spaces, practices, and objects of leisure and non-work time made possible, and were often the site of, the avant-garde’s valorisation of play in new terms. The play-ideal embedded in the autonomy of art could be reiterated as a refusal of work. Art’s autonomy-as-a-value provided the language for a move from subjection, the negative disciplinary definition of a subject by discourse, to subjectification: the self-creation of a new subject-position through the imagination and performance of other forms of (artistic, social) subjectivity. For many avant-garde groups, the role of ‘artist’ would be appended to other imaginations of labour-identity. Other values were articulated through the language of the autonomy of art, within and against the ideological

\(^{12}\) Bürger, *Theory of the Avant Garde*, p. 46.

\(^{13}\) Bürger, *Theory of the Avant Garde*, p. 34.

discourses it was taken from, which forged a new political language of sovereignty. The values of bourgeois art provided a hope that exceeded their basis. Through attention to this positive aspect of autonomy-as-a-value, it is possible to identify less visible forms of artistic-political engagement amongst these groups. Perhaps, not accidentally, the moment of the radical avant-garde’s disappearance from art histories is a crucial moment of its success as a radical tendency.

Surrealism and the Refusal of Work

For some artists, the systemic self-criticism of art meant autonomy-as-a-value comes to stand for something other than the production of art objects. The working role of the ‘artist’ is thrown into crisis. Avant-gardes often did not conceive of themselves as a vanguard of artists leading the way, but as artists refusing the role of artists. This rupture with the idea of art was bound up with a rupture with the idea of work, which became a common theme among avant-garde groups, for whom dissidence was a matter of disidentity. The abolition of art was first a self-abolition. Proclamations of this suicide of the avant-garde groups, for whom dissidence was a matter of disidentity, was forbidden’.16 In 1925, issue two of Surrealist Revolution contained an essay by André Breton attacking the sacred character of work.17 The ideas’ centrality was reiterated by a collective declaration the same year, ‘We have nothing to do with literature... We are specialists in Revolt’18 and issue four came unambiguously emblazoned with the slogan ‘And War On Work’ across its cover. By 1929, André Thirion would produce the most developed Surrealist expression of this position in an article, ‘Down With Work’19 whilst the dissident Surrealist Georges Bataille wrote, in his first essay on the political meaning of Surrealism, that

We must insist from the outset that a still relatively new form of intellectual activity, not yet castrated and domesticated, is linked by the force of things to the uprising of the lower classes against present-day work.20

Having earlier written that ‘there is no use being alive if one must work’,21 Breton attempted, in the Second Surrealist Manifesto, to reassert the centrality of this refusal even as it slipped from view:

There are still today, in the lycées, even in the workshops, in the street, the seminaries and military barracks, pure young people who refuse to knuckle down. It is to them and them alone that I address myself, it is for them alone that I am trying to defend Surrealism against the accusation that it is, after all, no more than an intellectual pastime like any other.22

The Surrealists would also codify their refusal of work partly through a dis-identitarian pantheon of those who assert ‘I am an other’, from cultural

figures such as Rimbaud and Sade; Chaplin the clown and Fantômas the criminal; to a celebration of contemporary lumpen vagabondage, in their own heroes of the art of living, Arthur Cravan and Jacques Vaché. This tendency persisted elsewhere, too. Aragon later presented his Treatise on Style not as an aesthetic guide to writing, but an ethical guide to living in which ‘it is necessary to study the episodic forms of rebellion’. This Surrealist emphasis on the refusal of work was a product of autonomy-as-a-value’s systemic self-criticism of the role of the artist. Neither was this an aristocratic gesture of personal retreat or of pure negation. Instead, as I will argue below, this rhetorical refusal to participate in the production of capitalist forms was one side of the avant-garde’s positive participation in composing alternatives. Most negative accounts of the bold claims of the avant-garde for art’s potential to change society, by focusing on recuperation and commodity-fetishism, overlook the ‘other labour’ which often lay behind the refusal of work.

Aesthetic Composition

To examine this other labour, I would like to place the radical avant-garde in the context of the history of labour studies. This might seem an unusual perspective,24 but framing these issues in terms of the changing role of what Marx called labour-power25 rather than the critique of ideology reveals another possible narrative of the avant-garde.26 We can read the radical avant-garde from this perspective by drawing on the notion of ‘class composition’ in autonomist Marxist thought. There is a long, albeit fragmented, critical discourse on work and its composition. Marx uses the term ‘the composition of capital’ to account for capital as, at any one point, made up of a particular organisation of the ratio between living and dead labour. Autonomists have since proposed to view things from the other side, asserting the composition of the working class against capital. Class composition27 rejects the idea of a working-class perspective ‘valid for all human history’28 or that this perspective could be identified with a particular philosophical method. Instead, it attempted to measure the actually existing form of the working class. The term denotes two antagonistic forces. On the one hand, technical composition – the shaping of the working class by the demands of capital, for example, by management discipline and economic restructuring. On the other hand, political composition – the composition from below of the working class as a force against capital, in the everyday emergence of new forms of work-refusal, subversion, and organisation. This analyses places in Marxist terms what Foucault termed ‘subject’ and ‘subjectification’29 – labouring participation in the making of one’s identity and social relations.

This attention to labour and identity is intended to address a methodological gap. Though art history is sensitive to subjective aesthetic encounters with objects and performances, its social extension of these has mostly addressed them through ideological critique. Conversely, the potential agency of performances and objects in ordering the social world has been explored by anthropological studies of material culture, but these have tended to be structural and macropolitical. This is even more so the case for Sociology, despite focusing a specific field of studies, for example, on the culture of social movements. Addressing art in terms of labour studies, and class composition specifically, allows us to appreciate the moving aesthetics of such encounters, whilst also exploring the connection between affect and social
movement. Class composition has been compared with Foucault’s notion of biopower, but, unlike his critique of governmental and control, focuses on biopower in production. 31 Both consider the ‘base’ of social reproduction not only as economic but also as cultural, bodily, and subjective. As such, we can complement the autonomist approach to subjective agency in historical materialism with more recent broadly post-structural accounts of a materialism that is affective and performative.32 The notion of political composition identifies as political moments of otherwise invisible or illegible performative social relation. These are often primarily affective, emotional, sensory and possess a fugitive history in official discourses, even as they compose more visible social struggles.33 In this way affect, central to biopower, has a role in producing and reproducing society. As will hopefully become clear, this perspective is helpful in grasping the particular aesthetic-social condition and role of activist-art forms, in that these forms are irreducible to and cross the critical divisions of ‘art’ and ‘propaganda’, or ‘aesthetics’ and ‘ethics’. In the above analysis, aesthetics and affect play a materialist role in the composition of social identities, fostering some relations and not others, and we might speak in terms of aesthetic or affective composition. As a compound noun, affective composition denotes a particular situation or relationship, connected to what is termed at the broadest social level, ‘emotional habitus’ by Gould or ‘structure of feeling’ by Williams.34 It can be addressed as both technical and political.

Political composition offers a means to focus on relations of cultural and social production partly outside or against capitalist relations. This other production has been explored by, for example, Rancière’s Nights of Labour: The Workers’ Dream in Nineteenth Century France, but for a collective model of artistic production, we might look to the context of social movements,35 which have their own art taking the form of material culture and performance, which developed not from a tradition of aesthetic autonomy but of social conflict. Accounts of such art have usually been divided amongst several analytical categories of extra-institutional art, as political ‘propaganda’; socially-marginal ‘outsider art’ or treated anthropologically, as ‘folk art’. Instead, we might identify an independent history of unique properties and values in the art of social movements. This art is unabashedly instrumental. E.P. Thompson provides a seminal example in his study of ‘rough music’ in Britain, a very broad set of popular folk-cultural performances which he identified from at least the late seventeenth century, part of a broader European practice of charivari. As a ritual collective performance and an act of social ordering, it could involve a din of various instruments, pots and pans, laughter and obscenity, inverted values (blasphemy, transvestism), humiliation and often mock-funeral processions, concluding in the destruction of an effigy. It was directed against those who broke the order of a community, and became central to the cultural vocabulary of popular dissent and demonstration.36 In the nineteenth century, such forms became increasingly homogenous:

Action in the eighteenth-century repertoire differentiated greatly according to the task at hand and the setting: one donkeyed a weaver who worked for less than the locally-agreed rate; gave Rough Music to a wife-beater; wrecked the house of an unscrupulous baker, and the exact routine . . . varied from region to region. Nineteenth century Britons had far fewer choices, but applied them to a much wider range of problems.37
Thereafter, the forms of social movement art become those we are most familiar with, associated with the urban crowd. Like Saint-Simon’s notion of an avant-garde, the forms which developed, whether banners and posters; parades and marches; or even barricades, borrowed from the existing religious and military arts of disciplining, ordering, and composing a mass of people as much as from eighteenth-century popular folk culture.

Modernity represented a new high-point of technical composition. The war encouraged the rapid development of a mechanised factory system and a new wave of technological development. In 1911, Frederick Taylor published his *Principles of Scientific Management*, which extended the logic of Fordist production into the micro-control of working subjects. We can read this text as a capitalist reiteration of governmental discourses of subjection. Taylor’s text develops a particular Modernist discourse on performance and identity in the field of business strategy. Taylor understood the identity of worker not as a fixed status but as a role which may be more or less well performed. His ‘process management’ and its attempt to control workflows tied the gestures and movements that make up the performance of the role of worker to the *economic* performance of a company as a whole. In this discourse, performance was a synonym for success or failure: a term of measure of surplus value and exploitation which could be either ‘high’ or ‘low’. The greater the increase in Fordist machine-production and the attunement of its various parts, the smaller the affective play-element of work’s performance became. Taylorism’s micro-discipline made the subjective refusal of work a primary, if rarely documented, class battleground. The linear ground of performance as a measure was opposed by performing otherwise, refusing the role of worker by developing other techniques producing valorisations other to that of capital. Taylor’s work was archetypal of another utopian imagination of the future: an intensified pace of ‘rationalised’ social performance after World War I. This discipline of the identity of worker coincided with a turn to address ‘use’ in culture, as maintaining the effective or efficient performance of social roles. Following Taylor, and in France Henri Foyol, there was an attempt to shape the performance of ‘free’ time outside of work in rational managerial–governmental terms. Society, too, was a factory that required management. Many began to imagine a culture expressing this industrial logic in machine-metaphors, against accounts of culture as without use. Courbusier would famously rethink the architecture of the home as a ‘machine for living’. Others would apply the lessons of management-discipline to government, education, healthcare, advertising and consumer behaviour, city planning, and urban-space management. In culture, such strategies often approached affect on the side of capital, not least in the work of Edward Bernays, or Walter Lippman and his 1922 performative-industrial metaphor of the ‘manufacture of consent’. But these social changes led some artists to examine the function of their work in terms of the social role it performed, whilst taking an anticapitalist line on the role of dreams, desires, and feelings in the production of social roles.

The Manufacture of Dissent

Though most famously codified by the Surrealists, their rhetorical refusal of work was directly preceded by refusals which were tied to the imagination of other models of artistic labour. The production of non-normative labour identities and the ‘other’ objects they produced have been most clearly framed in the very different social context of revolutionary Russia. There,
the situation was more open: the industrial division of labour was far less
developed, whilst Communism was endeavouring to re-compose the working
class as part of a new society, from debates on playful/machinic movement
to the free-time-as-labour of 'subbotnik'. Among Russian avant-garde
artists, there was both a clear rejection of the role of artist and an iterative
play with naming which established a queer status with regard to art and
political institutions and discourses. The identity of 'artist' became liminal in
relation to various recompositions of artist—constructor, artist—engineer and
artist—inventor:

Things are hard for the constructivist production artist. Artists turn their backs on him.
Industrialists wave him away in annoyance. The man in the street goggles.

Recent scholarship has explored this new identity and its labour. Elsewhere,
performative subject-formation found direct expression in participatory mass
spectacles in which new identities were literally performed. A new calendar of
secular Communist holidays was introduced. Pre-revolutionary
demonstrations that had been civil disobedience were reiterates as
institutional urban festivals and Proletkult theatre such as 'The Mystery of
Freed Labour'. Most famously it was possible for Nikolai Evreinov to have
8–10,000 people restage the storming of the Winter Palace on its third
anniversary in November 1920, watched by another 100,000; whilst Arseny
Avraamov's 1922 'Symphony of Factory Sirens' recomposed the machines
and labour skills of an entire city as flags and pistol-shots conducted an orchestra
composed of huge choirs, factory sirens, two batteries of artillery, the
foghorns of the entire Soviet Caspian flotilla, hydroplanes, and a
specially-built giant steam whistle playing, among other refrains, the
Internationale. These festivals manufactured myths of (not-yet unitary)
revolutionary identities, as the People's Commissar for Enlightenment put it,
in order to acquire a sense of self the masses must outwardly manifest
themselves. He saw these revolutionary-state festivals as the telos of the
popular festivals of the French revolution, themselves partial
institutionalisations of rough music.

Dada and the Art of Social Movement

The scholarship on Constructivism reveals that the troubling of the role of artist
by collective social engagement was clearest where there was a concomitant
cycle of working class struggles troubling work more generally. Though it
has been less examined in these terms, this was also the case among the
Dadaists in Weimar Berlin, in a period of mass strikes and violent street
cycles, the Spartakist uprising and an attempted fascist putsch. Here too
there was a reiteration of names and identities which reflected an attempt to
forge a new presentation of selfhood and a new social role for artists. John
Heartfield and George Grosz stamped many of their works 'mont',
'meta-mech', or 'meta-mech constr'. Haussman explained, 'The term
translates our aversion at playing the artist, and, thinking of ourselves as
engineers ... we meant to construct, to assemble [montieren] our works'..
Meanwhile, Johannes Baader neglected his job as a trained architect and gave
himself over to, in the words of his collaborator Haussman, 'an activity
which is difficult to define', yet continued to use the title Architekt,
employing architectural construction as a metaphor for building a new
society analogous to the Constructivist artist-engineer. The role of names
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in this attempt to be otherwise was also important for the mythical composition of revolutionary organisations and the mimicry/mockery of the party-form which became common among Dada, Surrealist, and associated groups; from the Dada Central Office of the World Revolution; The Anti-National Committee for Unpaid Workers; Dada Advertising Company, Christ GmbH; a tendency which continued later in Paris with the Surrealist Party and the Bureau of Surrealist Research. But alongside this focus on revolutionary identities, Dada’s renaming was at the same time open and less focused than Constructivism’s, for example, in their paradoxical and nebulous self-definition in terms of a broad way of acting:

Dada is not limited to any art. The bartender in the Manhattan Bar, who pours out Curacao with one hand and gathers up his gonorrhoea with the other, is a Dadaist. The gentleman in the raincoat, who is about to start his seventh trip around the world, is a Dadaist.50

This reflected their different relation to communism from within a capitalist society. Dada’s tautologies and use of irony embodied this position of a worker opposed to capital who must be opposed to himself as capital, to the identity of worker: ‘being a Dadaist means being against Dada’.51

Kiaer argues that the presence of ‘achieved socialism’ meant that Constructivism was unique in that this made its imagining of other artistic identities ‘more than utopian dreaming’.52 But the autonomist notion of the refusal of work permits a reading of Dada and Surrealism’s utopian imagination in parallel terms within Western capitalism. Western Europe did not have state socialism, but did have actually existing social movements of various kinds with their own forms of class composition, art, and culture.

The Berlin Dadaists’ rhetorical refusal of the artists’ role under capital was accompanied by the establishment of various relationships with the historical vocabulary of the art of social movements. Kiaer has described how several Constructivists turned their artistic labour towards the industrial mass-production of stoves, dishes, clothing, packaging, architectural plans, and the ‘industrial agitation’ of advertising – performance as other than a worker led to an attempt to produce ‘communist objects’ which performed a role somehow other to that of a commodity. In Constructivist terms, ‘production’ replaced the art work of ‘composition’, but we might equally frame this as a move from aesthetic composition to aesthetic class composition. In the unique position of being able to enter Communist production and to do so with at least some state support, in a form that in the West perhaps only architects and advertisers were in a position to, Constructivist objects and revolutionary theatre attempted to enter the technical recomposition of working class identity. In Berlin, radical working class movements did not hold institutional power, and artists who wanted to engage with the composition of the working class lacked these official resources. Rather than entering technical composition, Berlin Dada had to begin from below, with political composition. Instead of entering the institutions of the mass-production of material culture, Dada entered the production of social movements, whose primary mode was the extra-institutional and unsanctioned collective bodily performance of subjects. Grosz and Herzfeld argued:

Today’s artist, if he does not want to run down and become an antiquated dud, has the choice between technology and class warfare propaganda. In both cases he must give up ‘pure art.’ Either he enrolls as an... advertising artist in the army... which exploits

all the world; or... a propagandist and defender of the revolutionary idea and its partisans.53

Disobedient Performance

Much has been written on Grosz and Heartfield’s production of montages and drawings for political newspapers, but there were other more artistically novel entries into social movement production among the Berlin Dadaists. The increased visibility of social movements at the turn of the century had multiple formal influences on avant-garde art internationally, and not least of these was on Dada’s turn to performance. In Tzara’s retrospective account, Dada in Zurich re-imagined the role of the artist by drawing on the traditional forms of social movement performance, ‘In the presence of a compact crowd Tzara demonstrates, we demand the right to piss in different colours, Huelsenbeck demonstrates, Ball demonstrates...’.54 Tzara codified it, ‘the new artist protests, he no longer paints’.55 Albeit indoors with a paying audience, Dada took a protest-form. Their particular imagination of protest was indebted to the language of libertarian nineteenth-century working-class movements. These movements tended to account for protest and direct action in reactive terms of incitement, provocation, outrage, and offense, even after the vogue for propaganda-by-the-deed, dynamite, and assassination had passed. This language of the radical break influenced Modernists more generally, but working in these negative terms, the measure of success for these ‘demonstration’ performances was to produce an agitated crowd — the very same unruly and irrational ‘mob’ feared by bourgeois social critics. For the Dadaists, the artist—organiser was replaced by the artist—agitator, whose symbolic assault on Culture also had precedents in social movement practices, most recently in suffragette attacks on art during 1914. Later, a Parisian Dada event at the Universite Populaire du Faubourg Saint-Antoine combined this form with a working-class audience, but things did not go as planned. Tzara was unable to agitate the crowd by attacking poetry. When this ‘merely elicited polite requests for explanations, he struck out against Lenin and Marx. This the workers refused to accept and though they did not break out in a riot, they held the Dadas for hours, forcing them to explain their position again and again’.56

But, in Berlin, this mostly formal artistic play with social performance moved out of the cabaret and into the relations of social movement production from which it had initially been drawn. Huelsenbeck’s formulation also took protest as a performative model:

The abstract artist has become... a wicked materialist... Dada is German Bolshevism... The technical aspect of the Dadaist campaign... was considered at great length. Our best instrument consistent of big demonstrations at which... everything connected with spirit, culture and inwardness was symbolically massacred.57

But as this suggests, not only did the Berlin Dadaists draw more specifically on the art forms of social movements, of public parades with music, costumes, banners, stickers, and posters; but the functional framework of these forms became that shared by social movements. We might frame this in terms of their engagement with the ideas of the anarchist Gustav Landauer. Herzfeld, editing the proto-Dada Neue Jugend, published Landauer, and Jung had been a member of the Tat-Gruppe, a local branch of his Sozialistischer Bund. Landauer saw not work, but the state, as a matter of performance, ‘The state is a

57. Richard Huelsenbeck, ‘En Avant Dada’, p. 44.
relationship between human beings, a way by which people relate to one another; and one destroys it by entering into other relationships, by behaving differently. For the Berlin Dadaists, it was not only a case of misperforming the role of artist-worker, but also a case of artist-citizen, in a context where the public sphere was deeply threatened and contested. The Berlin Dadaists reiterated the art of activism as one of the fine arts. By increasing the play-element of their production, which Ford had excluded from factory work, they conducted an avant-garde experiment with, and re-imagining of, the art forms of social movements.

As a group, the Dadaists paraded the streets, giving speeches, inventing new slogans and putting up stickers. Little of this is recorded, but a photograph of Grosz dressed as Death, allegedly either before or after he paraded along the Kurfürstendamm in 1918, has become iconic. The most intense of their actions came in early 1919 during the left-communist Spartakist revolt, in which they took an active part. The government fled, allowed the proto-fascist Freikorps to violently suppress the revolt, and elections were held in late January. Two days after the murder of one of the revolt’s leaders, Rosa Luxemburg, the Dadaists began planning for a procession they organised in 15 February, which we might read as a practical precursor to their call later that year for ‘Immediate organisation of a large scale Dadaist propaganda campaign with 150 circuses for the enlightenment of the proletariat’. They ironically combined religious, military, and political forms of public performance with distributing a political paper, Every Man His Own Football:

We hired a horse-carriage such as those customary for Pentecost outings and hired a brass band, complete with frock coats and top hats, which used to play at veterans’ funerals, while we the editorial staff, six men deep, walked behind carrying bundles of Every Man… instead of wreaths.

If we incited more mockery than inclination to buy in the fashionable West, our sales rose rapidly the farther we penetrated into North and East Berlin’s petit-bourgeois and working-class areas.

Along the streets of grubby tenements, riddled by the machine-gun fire of the Spartakist struggle and sliced open by the Howitzers of the Noske Regime… our Dada-carnival was greeted with delight… The periodical looked like becoming a bestseller – and would have, if we had not been arrested on our way home from serenading the government offices in Wilhelmstrasse. (We carried a supply of stickers saying ‘Hurrah Dada!’ for sticking on the walls of police cells).

By the time they reached Potsdamer Platz, they had sold every one of their 7,600 copies, before spotting the arresting officers on Alexanderplatz. Herzfelde received four weeks in prison and a fine. Their collaborators escaped by losing their identity: the two-horse carriage covered the jedermann… posters on its sides while the musicians left their instruments and disappeared into a nearby pub. Pageants and funeral-protests in particular were a longstanding form in social movement art but rather than a funeral for a specific figure, this played with the form, incorporating and parodying elements of the nationalistic military funerals given to Freikorps members, which were regularly visible on the streets of Berlin at the time (the band played the Preußenlied, the national anthem of the early nineteenth-century Prussian Kingdom; I Had a Comrade, a military funeral-lament of the same period; and the popular song The Grassy Bank by my Parents Grave). However, travelling East they also repeated the general route of the Spartakist Karl Liebknecht’s funeral parade towards Friedrichsfled cemetery a month before, which had involved 40,000 people. According to Herzfeld, their own
parade was joined by a few sailors. The social impact of Dada street actions is
difficult to gauge now, but they were often reported in the press, their lives
were threatened by the Freikorps and their announcement of a ‘Dada-Republik
of Berlin-Nikolassee’ led to the local council having a regiment of soldiers ready
to protect the district (this taking place after the failed Spartakist revolt and a
short-lived fascist putsch, and apparently reiterating Liebknecht’s 1918
announcement of a ‘Free Socialist Republic’ from a balcony hours after the
official announcement of the Weimar Republic). Mehring’s account above
notes a more positive impact as ‘Every man his own football’ found itself
adopted by working class movements as a popular slogan.

While some aspects of the avant-garde have become central to
twentieth-century cultural history, this trajectory remains subaltern. Records
of the Berlin Dadaists’ performances are fragmentary, and virtually
non-existent when it comes to their actions in the street. Beyond the
context-based ephemerality of these practices, by engaging with the
art-forms and relations of production particular to social movements, they
lost the historical visibility of official cultural spaces of production and have
tended to pass out of art, and other, histories.

Rebellious Objects and ‘Activist-Art’
The contemporary conjunctions ‘activist-art’ or ‘art-activist’ were not generally
used by the Berlin Dadaists. The term ‘activist’ itself, as an ideological suffix to
‘action’, referring to one who adopts the anarchist strategy of political direct
action, was still a Modernist neologism in 1920 (used in the cultural sphere
it perhaps also held resonances of new scientific discoveries such as
Arrhenius’ 1899 chemical ‘activation energy’). There were already cultural
groups in Berlin around the journal Die Aktion, and in Hungary around A Tett
and Ma (The Act, Today) which described themselves as activist, but these
generally advocated models of artistic or literary ‘activism’ which treated the
term in a more nebulous sense sometimes sympathetic to, but not taking the
form of, direct action. More frequently, they referred to a modernising
aesthetic/spiritual vitality within mediums such as painting and the use of
political themes within traditional fine arts: ‘for us art is active, agitative life
itself’. One isolated use of the term ‘activist-art’, referring to these
currents, can be found in Berlin Dadaist writing from 1919. However, in
describing the Berlin Dadaists as ‘art-activists’, we might employ the term
‘activist-art’, not simply to distinguish the material and performative art
forms of social movements from more institutional fine arts, but to describe
a specific avant-gardist tendency, of which Berlin Dada is emblematic, to
experiment with these social movement forms. Under this category, we
might place not only their play with activist performance but their
engagement with the material objects of social movements. We can read the
Berlin Dadaists as experimenting with these objects’ role in fostering
anticapitalist social relations, by imagining and constructing queer,
provocative ‘performative objects’ which were activist in a most literal sense.

The Berlin Dadaists’ entry into social movement production primarily
involved performance, but it also entailed the production of material objects.
Whilst these were not art or commodity objects, they were also not the
traditional folk-objects of social movement culture. Again, there is a
precedent in studies of Constructivism. Constructivism’s entry into mass
cultural production treated objects as performative not only in terms of
efficiency, but also in their contribution to the affective shaping of everyday
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rituals. Against the fetish enacted by the commodity, these would encourage a counter-fetish of ‘comradely’ relations. In contrast, these Dadaists attempted to fashion not comradely, but rebellious, objects. The forms born from the limited material–cultural resources of social movements: stickers, signs, costumes, and masks, were often tools appended to bodily performances. Such objects were often important in Dada performances, but the Berlin Dadaists also imagined new objects that modified the traditional objects of such movements. The most well documented of these was their engagement with the archetypal activist object of the pamphlet, in the form of *Everyman His Own Football*, the paper distributed during the action described above.

Their re-imagination embodied a distinct aesthetic tension, between Constructivism’s Modernist industrial machine-aesthetic and the popular folk-culture aesthetics of social movements. Both evoked performance and use-value, but while folk-objects are usually tools for human performance, Constructivist aesthetics evoked use as independently embodied in the archetypal performative object, the machine. This tension was clearest in the use of photomontage, publicly employed by them for the first time in this publication. Although as ‘montiers’ they thought of themselves as engineers, rather than drawing or designing original machine-forms Dada montage brought existing elements together, often from mass media, in shapes whose brute visible stitching identified them with handwork and popular skills rather than specialised machine-labour. This appropriation and misuse was a cultural transposition of the mode of the *sabot* who threw his traditional wooden shoe into the industrial machine. The Constructivists had attempted to be engineers, but turning tools into weapons, these Dadaists were first reverse-engineers. Reading this object, we might consider the section of Marx’s *Grundrisse*, in which he argues that the fixed capital of factory machines materially embodies the ‘general intellect’ of workers: their aggregate social skill and knowledge. Not only does this vouch for the primary compositional potential of general intellect, but it might prompt us to wonder what other, anticapitalist machines the general intellect might imagine and embody itself in. We might think of the objects and performances of social movements as just such machines, embodying labour otherwise. But the use of montage and parade-distribution of *Everyman...* can be understood as an avant-garde experiment with the performative potential of the social movement object of the pamphlet, projecting upon it the independent performativity of a machine. Not just by engaging new identities through the conventional symbolic hailing of posters and manifestos but by materially embodying the performativity of rough music. If Dada’s activist performance was an affective self-dislocation of identity in order to dislocate others, they also attempted to grant this performative function to objects, which psychically implicated others in a mis-performance of their own identity.

The four-page pamphlet/paper distributed during the parade described above, *Every Man His Own Football*, used photomontage to visually re-engineer the form of mass-media newspaper or advertisement to serve the aims of the traditional social movement object of the pamphlet. As an object it maintained a liminal position. Although it contained committed political rhetoric, from its first page it appeared too ridiculous to be a straight political pamphlet, but was difficult to classify simply as satire. Satirical mock-newspapers were not new, but *Everyman...*’s use of montage and performative presentation disturbed the subject-position of its reception such that it moved from a recognisable satirical genre to a tactical subversion of...
the object’s social mediation—a dynamic closer to, but more complex than, that of ‘fake’ news issued for black propaganda purposes (such as that airdropped on Berlin during World War I). Its object-ambiguity was founded on its use of photomontage to cut up and rearrange body, gender, and political identity. Mimicking the format of a newspaper, its nameplate incorporated a corresponding icon, of a dapper gentleman with cane and spectators (actually Herzfeld) doffing his bowler hat in a nonchalant greeting, seemingly not noticing that his body has been replaced by a football. Like this first absurd hailing, in the paper incitements to governmental or fascist–terrorist political participation were reiterated in the form of the fatuous calls for participation of advertising and headlines. A severe headline in a traditional heavy gothic font demanded ‘Competition! Who is the most beautiful?’ Beneath, photographic busts of powerful male government and military leaders were arranged like suitors upon a nineteenth-century style ladies’ fan, placing their struggle for power on the camp terrain of a beauty contest. Inside, it seemed a reactionary tendency had placed an advert, calling players for their own counter-revolutionary performance: ‘Attention citizens! For a film-pantomime, *Wilhelm’s Return*, approximately 2,000 sturdy German men are wanted immediately. Decorations preferred’.

This reverse-engineering of mass media advanced its distributive possibilities elsewhere by ‘Dada adverts’ taken out within press publications. Meanwhile, montage’s method was oriented in *Every Man*...toward issues of identity-parody shared by the costumes and effigies of social movement art. But against the often serious, unitary declarative hailing of nineteenth century social movements, the front page of *Jedermann*...privileged apparently incoherent ‘false’ calls for participation above sincere demands. This Dada montage employed the growing access to modern mass-reproduction alongside a remobilisation of the polyphonic folk-cultural approaches associated with popular culture since the sixteenth-century, of laughter, obscenity and absurdity. This was perhaps because nineteenth-century movements had often become dominated by attempts to form party-leadership organisations, whilst Dadaist montage arose in the context of the more autonomous movement of the Spatakists, and made possible a return to the popular aesthetics evident in earlier forms such as rough music. Although less well documented, this political identity-play through a conjunction of parades and pamphlets was also employed by Baader, in releasing a ‘special issue’ of the one-off publication ‘The Green Corpse’ by showering it on the press boxes of the National Constituent Assembly before leading a children’s procession around the statues of Goethe and Schiller, figures of both disinterested spiritual aesthetics and national pride.

Like some early Futurist paintings, montage’s busy use of text amid jumbled bodies recalled a demonstrating crowd. The 1920 First International Dada Fair extended this aesthetic into physical space, placing social movement art forms in a gallery. Their montages were dwarfed by large slogans and exhortations on placards, which the Dadaists were also pictured raising by hand: ‘Down with art’, ‘Dada is on the side of the revolutionary proletariat’! The common folk and protest form of a sacrificial effigy hung on the ceiling: a soldier with a pig’s head bearing a sign round its neck, ‘hung by the revolution’, whilst flyers and radical newspapers were strewn about the gallery. In another photograph, the Dada Fair is presented in the form of a ‘walk-in demonstration’ that ironically placed its audience as the absent crowd, lifting the effigy above their heads and surrounding themselves with placards in a protest.
reflexively turned inside-out. Visitors’ chairs placed in the centre of the room solicit just this position. Other involuntary performances were elicited by more modest rebellious objects, now lost, in the form of antagonistic-gifts. Heartfield sent carefully wrapped ‘presents’ to soldiers on the front, ‘two shirt fronts, one white, the other flowered, a pair of cuffs, a dainty shoehorn, a set of bags of tea samples, which, according to hand-written labels, should arouse patience, sweet dreams, respect for authority and fidelity to the throne’. Later in May 1919, Baader, with a tone of less sympathetic antagonism, donated a large portrait of Schiller to the National Assembly via its President, inscribed with a prophecy that the Weimar Republic will be destroyed for despising the rights of the Spirit.

Berlin Dada’s cultural reverse-engineering provided influential innovations in the art of social movements. Both performances and material objects, rather than simply adopting an oppositional identity or attempting to speak from a position of authenticity or power, hybridised the roles of activist and artist, machine, and folk culture, in ‘claiming’ ironic identities – not to use them, but to implicate others in, and elicit, a misperformance of their own identity. This avant-garde activist-art emphasised material-affective, rather than simply ideological, agitation. Though they were little adopted at the time beyond the Dadaists’ circle, these objects and performances were a model of creative aesthetic experiment with re-performing and expanding the potential of what social movement theorists would later variously term the ‘repertoires of collective action’, ‘framing mechanisms’, or ‘constituent power’ of social movements. This reading of Dada’s liminal art-activist practices stands in opposition to a reading of Dada as pure negation or disempowered gesture, or of Berlin Dada as a ‘political’ aberration which was no longer art. Instead, it was a coherent extension of Dada’s trajectory, albeit different to the more institutionalised moves of Ball’s Galerie Dada or Tzara’s establishment in Paris.

### Conclusion

In Paris, although this tendency to enter the production of social movements was weaker, there were more detailed theoretical engagements with the notion of the refusal of work and the potential role of affect in social change. Famously, Eluard would announce “‘Transform the world”, Marx said, “change life”, Rimbaud said. These two watchwords are one for us’. French Surrealist artists and writers offered several imaginations of other approaches to revolution, other valorisations of autonomy. Later, the Surrealist articulation of the refusal of work would find new contexts; for example, in Brazil, where Oswald de Andrade’s 1928 Cannibal Manifesto re-digested Surrealist-Dadaist eurocentrism to valorise the native avant-gardism of indigenous social and cultural production free from capitalist control; and in occupied Paris, where under repressive conditions writing poetry became a subversive act for the Surrealists who published La Main à Plume on Resistance presses. Its title borrowed from Rimbaud, ‘I’ll never work... I despise all trades. The hand that writes is worth the hand that ploughs!’

Most notably, in the mid-1960s, Berlin Dada’s avant-garde approach to social movement forms and Surrealism’s rhetoric of work-refusal would be combined by a less documented other neo-Dada emerging from European and American social movements, through groups such as the Provos, Kommune 1, Diggers, Yippies, Black Mask, and Chicago Surrealists. These neo-Dadaists, who
returned to the problem of reimagining the aesthetics of social movement forms of collective direct action, are the more immediate forebearers of the contemporary art-activist ‘interventionism’ practiced by collectives such as the Yes Men, Reverend Billy, and the Church of Stop Shopping, Etcetera, the Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, and the Centre for Tactical Magic. The passage of the radical avant-garde into the cultural canon is well documented, and often functions as the end of the narrative. But a non-teleological account of radical avant-gardism suggests an open dialectic, in which avant-garde re-imaginings of cultural production can be reiterated time and again, both by social movements and within and against institutional contexts.